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Foreword jor, Foreword:"fhiuch the weaves Falig, Let fustice Be Done") 

thes is a book about Norman Mailer's boglk on the assassination of esident 

* 1 [ ff) n 5S 

Kennedy, but it is more than that. (Pale At AAS 

lis book is more about himself and others than it is esthe assassination. 

  

oe . es %, ° : 
% It may well be, asit in every sen§e richly deserves to be the literary 

failure of the decade. 4s the flop it is in every sense it is truly sensational. as 

a bool: on the assassination it is a farce of uninhibited ego-indulgence. It tells us 

nothing new about the assagsina tigVv of about the alleged sole assassin, “ee llarvey Oswald 

OLte rin vide 
and what it says is rarely dependable} When it can be depended upon it tells us 

nothing that was not long known. Mostly it telis us what is not true and in that it 

es ter. ; Hiya ae 
is little more than a regurgenee Of books of thdsame genre. his we see ig what £ 

believe is adequate detail. 

It is not even what its title represents it if, a book about Oswald. Rather is 

’ <P . * . . * ‘ ae . ‘ . ry "7 

it wagt beginning with his preconception, what Mailer wants it believed is the Osyald 

storye 1t is more Hailer's story that Oswald's, and what it is of Osvald&s Ls Hailer's |, 

    

rehash of earlier vershons that, like his, have no re-ationship to reality, Fev f . 

4 > . o 

The only real value this dolorous, Y verbose, boring and amateurish téme has 

tize 
vas not Latended by Mailer or nis publisher, Handom House. ‘hat one value is as commentary 

neither had in mind, as commentary of what can and cannot be published about that greatest 

of national tragedies that had the effect of a coud d'etat. All assassinations of all 

heads of state have this effect, whether or not that was the design of the assassinse 

The tandom House publishing empire, which is an empire inside a much lirger 

publishing empire, lavished on this pathetic caracature of a serious work, an unpre- 

cedented cffort to draw attantion to it, to sell it and its content, what it says. if 

there has ever been this sreat a failure in advertising and public relations in book 

  

this Pury 
publishing I look back on most of tio UT ones and can not think of any. 

what is not generglly recognized about my work on the assassination, and it is 

by far the greatest in ¢ volume and scopeg@ on the subject, is that in recowmting the 

story of the assassination and its investigations in terms of the official evidence only
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an obviously mane "solution" that most people refise toacept. 

Polls talc on Se “ter Random *touse published Gerald, Posner's mistitled Case Simi 
A 

Closed, after the major advertising and public volatiles for it,reflected that néne out sey; 

of over PYinor' cans refused to be Lieve Ttmewhat L have always referred to as the official 

adsassination fmythology. Despite this Random House publéshed Natler'sdook and made an 

even great effort to advertise and rfomote it. Normally that would not be considered a 

good or a wise business judgement. 

 



it does this, as no other work does, in terms of the failure if ali ou¥ basic insti- 

tutions at the time of the assassinatio¥ and ever since then. 

It is, I believe, a great danger to us that this can and did happen, that 

     
/ 

    

       
    

when confronted with an actual coup d'etat, if not the first an par isto in intent, 

the only one iin what we now regard as the modern world, E / 

In my NSVBR AGAIN! (Carroll & Graf/Richard Gallen, 1995) I report, based on 

official documents, the government conspiracy on the hightest level not to investigate 

Y : ~~ 

the crime itself. I wrgte this seven months after that book appeared. tn those seven 

VL 

ee compkint from any of those I identify as months + have not had a word of protest 

being party to that conspiracye 

if it is beyond belief oe cmapced) could be assassinationed and the 

goverment he had headed wouid no ty, not to investigate that most subversive 

of erimes tn a society like ours itv is also beyond question. That is what was 

decided, that i& what ensued, and all of our basic institutions, official and unoffic- 

ial, combined not to let that be known and to keep it unknowne 
a —_— 

This in itself! gis a great subversion in our society, as least as it was 

conceived and ckeated by those 1 regard as the greatest political thinkers in the 

“mete 
world'd history, those respect 

     

  

referred to as "our founding fathers." 

It was their belief that essential in the new world they created at great 

be personal risk informing the people fully and truthfully was the most basic 

ne@a. for perpetuating theirnew kind of society with the new rights and freedoms it 

oreated and sought to assure in porpotfity. 

To assure this they protected all forms of expression from government. 

What they did not visualize- could not, not being able to see the enormous 

changes the future held for communication with the people or who would control them — 

is the selfscorruvtion of their brave new world by those who would come to control 

the means of communicating aiformation to the people. 

They did assume that governments would do wrone. 

They did not know that and they certainly did not intend that this could and
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i later learned that the most conservative Hember of this Commission, Senator Richard 

B. Wassell, came to realize that the Members were forced to detail too much to and to 

have to depend too much on their staff. I revort this in some detail for the first time 

publicly in this book. Harlier, without a word of complaint fro anyone, including the 

ali of whom survived — 

then surviving menbersand all the Commission's staff lawyers Whoesexeived - more than 

two \ecades ago - t encapsulated this in Whitevash IV. That Johnson contrived this is 

beyond question.
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would be kept secret from the people and that there would be-could be- a de facto 

conspiracy to keep the truth from the people. 

t he people who in their theory would control the SOVCHNGnE 

liyndon Baines Johnson, who became President by this aass assassintion alone, 

again as | detail in NUVeR AGAINE ! » appbinted a commission of the most eminent to 

investigate and report on that crime. He selected those who were too heavily committed 

to other responsibilities, with one exception, to begin to think of dei-se doing the 

waned, of assuming the responsibilitics he saw to it they had little choice but to 

accepte 3H 

It is without preéedent in our history that the majority party treated a body 

overwhelmingly of the minority party, buiVohnon did that Ave of his seven Commissioners 

were Republicans. ‘the two Yemocrats were not political supporters of President Kennedy. 

/®bis assured that no Republicans would be able to disagree with qos the 
oe eel ayt Men ly 

Commission / ohnson appointed would conclide. The absence of rae es the 

minority of Denocrats assured that they would not seek to point the investigation 

in any di-ection other than decided by the majority. 

That commisson began, as I document in my earlicr books with the initially- 

Suppress..c official evidence, with the intent of telling the pecple that there had been 

no conspiracy, that bes Harvey Usitald was the lone assassin\it no point and in no way 

did the Commission cver think or worl other than (tee beginning preconception. 

It began determined to ordain Oswald the Lone saranaelay and despite its own evidence 

that it could not help developing that proved its preconception to be impossible, that 

is what it concluded. 

what the majority of this Commission were members of the polktieal sparty that 

opposed Fresident Kennedy and that is tiny minority of two of the seven membrs from 

his party vere not his supporters was not secret yet the media whose responsibility is 

\W . .. , . : ; ‘ 
to +ferem the people did not report this, complain about it or interpret it for the 

pe 20ple.



When this Commission decided to vegedog in the most complete seerecy that 

also led to no complaint by the media. Had their been a trial of Uswald that would 

have beer ¥ entirely in public. There was no sisal wate need for secrecy of any kind. 

There was, in fact, every f#reason for alt proceedings to be entire ay public go that 

there would never be any basis for not believing xk what it would conclude. 

The media did not complaink and, in fact, it w nt so far as to not tell the 

people how unusual, how very wrong tkis waSe eot pu C 

fiventually the Commission published the iranscripts of the testimony it tooke 

“his alone proves there was no need for secrecy — othet hae to hide the fact 

that the Vommission, like the iBI before it, never inves'igated and never intended to 
tr dno cf, we . 

investigate the crime itselT, This really means} 0 protect the Commission from its 

     
       

deliberate, intended intent to do wrong, its intent not to do what it was appointed 

to do. &nd in plain Snglish that meants to perpetrate a fraud upon the poeple and upon 

our history when its sacred. obbeigation was to investigate and report on the coup d' BEX 

etat that the assassination of President Kennedy was. 

As the media accepted the wrongful composition of this Yommisston without a 

peep of protest, without even reporting on it; as it accepted the very wrong Vommission 

big decision to procede éntifdy in secrecy and did that without complaint of any 

‘ a eo : a. Cy) 5 eo Vase Gg : : 4 : 
kind; as it did not let the people knopy that during its life the Commission denied 

Cl 

access to the stenographic transcripts of the teal: imony it took and its exhibits 

allegedly it BH support of that testimony, so also was it without complaint when the 

— 

Commission issued its & Report.   
ynstead of giving that “eport the careful considerstion and analysis required 

of our media so that the people could know the truth - the truth it was Constitutionally 

protected so that it could report that truth - the media, without a single exception, 

h how? fle tu fh 
joined in tis de facto conspiracy 460 Le 1c people) about that sepanaiostion. aed fle 

all of the media combined in this even though there is no reason to believe 

     
    

  

% bor t 

that there Was any meeting to decide to sypoort the official conclusionse 

> 
It was automatic- spontaneous.
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Because any assassination of any presidoni’ és under out oolitical sy-temki 

SETath is inevitably a coup Setate asking no questions abovt that, not even mentioning 

it leave alone analysing it, became a de facto part oi that coup d'etat. 
— oo * — FT 

‘then there was the possibility that tne Bsaassination was Gn intended coup d'cat. 

sluch of the world, especially in Euro 2, believed that. 

ey 4 i 
Our inedi ridiculed thaty acain as though ordered to, withbhet—eempketeness. 

AN UA : 

From the time presidential osteo selected at party conventions, ach 

of them selected to run with lim ean who could apveal te a different part of the 

electorate, aen of diiferent political belief and programs. 

Would~be presidents get no asSistante in elections from those who espouse the 

same beliefs. “hey select as Hao uldq~be Vice presidents those who can appealg to 

Ube. 
that part of the electorate to whom thef have litgéle or no apoeale 

Do? 
eee 

that any official proceding was conducted in such sxxkxex total secrecy 
’ 

nrdeg 
was in Atvesfl onouahy to cause the deepest media suspiciop. ‘the media sebses itself 

s : 3 + “ . 

on not accepting impgrper secrecy and it had often gqine to court to protect its 

. A . 
‘right to reporf what had been kept secet, The Pentagon Yaper for one \xample, ands 

‘ i WM; 
— 

. When thy tourt was considering banning the 

  

television coverage of the sensational murder trial of J.d.Simpson, the star authlete 

who in the end was acquitced of murdering his former wife and a man believed to have 

been a iriend of hers, even though the media wasipermitted to continue to be present in 

2 4.) = 
" the courtroom and to report on a pcol basis, v : be 

    

» even tifogh there would not es a , 
/ 

secret proceding, even though tue media would have been able to report the trialf it pvred 

davll sent oe Pd represent it before that judge and to assure that all of it would have 
do : 

accéssrby the “V camera already installed in the courtroom and alx baay telecasting 

those procedings. 

L 
tet when a President was assassinated the media acepted total secrecy and a 

a 
XN 

total inability ¢o report what the evidence vas4 At Wee addy.
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sin the procedings of the Warren Yomsgsi 
‘There was no need for any secrecyA. There was no reason given for ite But the 

nedia that would have howled had it been any other kind of proceding was entifély silent. 

~ . : - ., \W \v 
itesccepted a secret proceding as théugh that were as right as in fact it\es so very rons. 

With all knowledge denied the media and with it, atypically, having conducted 9 

no indopndent investigation of its own, the fidia had no way of knowing if the Commission 

\ 
Was conducting a whitewash o: a cover-up, to use my titlegY and one of my sifotitied, Lt 

had no way of inowi.ng whether¢ there had been in fact an intended coup d'etat that the 

Commission was covering up or offe that it was 

  

    
The media'sasceptance of this situa 

cur parable a 
: = pretty much like Hitler's or Stalin's media, content to aees accept what it 

was told, content to report the official truth that might well not fave been the truth 

and in this case, as is now beyond any reasonable question, was not the truth. 

With Lyndon Johnson automatically the President made President by the assassina- 

t.on, the assassination was not a coup from the >hé<ct. 

this alone meant that if there had been a conscious effort to overthrowf one 

government and install anothe~ one with thie Media silent about that and content to 

ro : . = . + —— * . 

accept it that the media itself was content with what max would have been a conscious 
J 

move to create a more authoritarian government by the assassinations 

this would fave meant that we had had a revolution and the media had accepted 

that possibility in utter and abject silence, 
t 

Nuna/has been the effect or tifessassination ot eresident Kennedy. 

Without his Ssassination as the great leve and réspect the people had for hin 
J 

got to be nanifestedin so many ways, it is clear that “ichard Nixon would not have been   President. And that he would not have been able to select Gerald Ford to succecd him. 

The Ford wo had been a member of the Warven Vommission an/could not get elected in 

his own vighte 

Nor is it al all likely that those who followed would or even could have been 

fos .
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The political sitvatpon that made the election of *‘onald “eagan possible 

would not have existed and he would not have been able to in effect appoint his 

5 7 —S oe ‘ i Y . 
successor, the (.vorge Bush who had headed. the G-t Cla in silence for those yeq reef its 

seeking to fix more authoritarian governnents on othe countries, the “eorge Bush who 

had belittled what \eagan promised the coYntry as §"voodoo economics" and then prgctised 
a 

hy het mM * AW . 43 ra * alf them hiself. The combinat¢ of the two of them who in twelve gars more than trdyled he 
1 

tetel debt incurred by all these many presicents who had preceeded them. 

ALL to the refrain dutifully and totally unquetion#£ ly reported by the media, 

the geparyct}an claims that it was throne rats who were the "tax ald spehd" party. 
a 

2. 

This hardly encapsulates the totality of the media abdication when the 

President as killed, the tfality of its failing to meet its obligations 0 sbarteryy 

quintessential in a country like oursfatter BS assassination, TOO. 

This was stunning to me when it happyened virtually the moment of the assassi- 

nation and it continued stunning when it did not change. Perhaps that effect was 

exaggerated on m@ because of my backgraound beginning ag a reporter and iKe Luding as a 

professional Ww “a9 0 

arintclligence analyst for the government : id understand what happened in other 

cpuntries.



4ed all media components were part oi this spontaneous de_ facto conspiracy 

to deny the people the truth. 

There is nothing in our history that is so completely opposed to all basic 

4merican concepts. 

But it was total. : 
Av 

There was no element of the media that did not conform to this spontaneous 

conspiracy not to tell the people the truth. oA ~¢ ho 

The Commission issued ifs Repart in September, 1964. It issued the alleged 

supirt for iff Xeport tuo Wonths later. ‘hat support was of twenty-six large volumes 

of testimony and of documents amt of various kinds, including pictures and a few charts. 

The media's enthusiastic and unquestioning endorsement of the keport was equalled by its 

  

    

unquestioning endorsement of the Commission! x, to its Report. 
Wake uth f The 

iL wrote the first book on the Commiss 

Wassive append 

  

  

ion and its TORS What i wrote is 
é 

based. enarely on that Report and its amen, Minera tn no theory of any kind in it, as 

there is not in anything i've published since then. 4ithough the assassination of any 

President and its official inveshigation would ordinarily be considered to be of 

grcatest news value, the first book on them ona expecting 
4. | ‘ 

     reception, I had more than a hundred intcrnational rejections for that book before I 

decided to publish it myself. It vas completed by t..e middle of “ebruaryf 4965. that 

was only five months after the Report appeared, three months aiter thove t/entyssix vol- 

umes were published. “hat first book remains the basic book on the assassination and its 

anNeS Rtn qt is used in college and universiry teaching. “t is cited in many bf not 

most of the books written on both oxt¥emoa/ bub not by veto) ar not a single news 

paper reviewed it. 

Not one!     
ATthoughGit was the first book written about that most serious, most subver— 

sive of crimes in a society like ours. At least as like ours is supposed to bee 

I've published seven more books fon thet assass.nation and its investigations 

and not one of than, Wee reviewed b, an, major compoment of the media. 
in ts Aimee decade a aty ’ Whe ef. eh T ‘ 

S since my Vhitevash:The “eport on the Warren “eport ee: one AA ree nna eee tte
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Staff book reviewers know this. 

Yompare this monolithic retusal to review books of fact that endured without 
—_ ~~ 

complaint about their fp fuirness and accuracy, with w t_ is said later about the 
1A 0 A. 

Washington Post and its adulating review of this Mailer trash. 

faMorable 
in 1966 the Post's then staff reviewer read and wrote atreview of Whitewash: 

the #eport on the Warren Report, the first book on the subject. The paper's 

editors Inilled it. 

In 1995 when I oftered 0 copie. of NEVER AGAIN ! to several Post reporters 

not one wanted it. They Imew they could not write about ite 

f wrote the stafi book reviewer and asked him not if he would review it but 

if he would read it if I sent him a copy. it did not want it. 

  
 



appeared, not @ Single one oi the hundreds and hundred of) those of whom I have writtten 

critically has writen or phoned to complain that I wrote of him unfairly or in any 

Way inaccurately. Rare as this endorsement is, it was added to by the Department 

of Justice and the FBO, ft told thé g federal district court for the District of 

Cojumbia in one of my Freedom of Information lawsuits, Civil Action (CA) 75-226 

xhak twenty years agp that L ain "nore familiar with events surrounding the investigation 

of President Kennedy, ‘Ae nh anyone now employed by the FBI," 

Could there be a more authoritative accrediting of any work than this? 

Not only was it not news when it happened, it led to no reviews of the books 

I had by then published or publisheg| thereafter. 

if one might ordinarily expect books publishers to seek out and publish books 

— AWA 
that have this $ rarest of evédentialayby the most authoritative of officialdom, it 

did not happen. 

this adds » + believe , to what is reflected in the retusal of book publishers 

to publish the first book on the subject. £t tells us what is and is not publishable 

about this most dangerous aoe subversive of crimes in ouW country. 

Tere is a monolithie refusal to publish the ea act about the 

assassination and its investigations, the fact that is the (Official fact. 

Without the book publishers getting together and conspiring to see to it that 

the people would not have access to that offical fact and to its meaning. Z A foe 

Lt is, I believe, more dangerous to us, more deeply subversive, for this to 

be the present norm in book publishing than if it resulted from an actual conspiracy 

by them, 

Compare wk this with the attention in all the media, the unprecédented 

attention that age greeted Hailer's tome that in its better moments is merely trashe 

It is hardly possible than nany Amexi.cans have not been subjected to his 

corruption of ovr tragic history all intended to coax the people into buying and 

fo helrove bon 
reading it, ali telling them @hat he said in ™itts/tome that is contrary to the readily 

  

available official information that has been so deteruinedly and go totally mis- 
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represented by all the media. 

the worse the book - and this is true of both extremes - the more thybeople 

are told about it and the more they are encouraged to buy and read it and be misled 

and misinformed by ite 

It was this reality that, combined with the limitations imposed upon Ww by 

age and ifs infirmities and by the number of serious medical problems I have been 

. . aang . 2 . =. 

fértunate to survive that led me several years sim ago to begin writing @ what has grown 

: + > : . = 2 r - . > a 

into a very large work with the working title, Inside the JFK Assassination Indust ry. 

this work , as a record for ouy history, the nonpubbishing history of responsible, 

truthful and factual reporting on the assassination and its investigations being as 

fprmly established as it is, addresses and reports on both of the extreme sides of the 

. Q oe 4 3 ‘ . . . . 
contWevery that has existed about the assassination and books supposedly about ite 

in late 1993 
Howeverf when/Random House published Gerald vosner's mistitled Cape Closed, E MABE MLOS 

a book of the most cunningly conceived dishonesty, I decided that particularly because 

‘ 

of the major effort Random Hy use was inalcing to propaganddze the country and mueh of the 

world with ae it was worthf more attention than a chapter or two in a very large book. Cpd0 
—_> 

foaut eH ommnqunsteul of what, wrote was publéwthed in early in April, 1994. <s 

~ (Carroll &Graf/Richard | Lien}. 
Bae afar nan, What was eliminated from it, consistent with this long history 

  

   

  

    

Was the major part of that book in which I addressed Posner's contrived and dishonest 

prosector—type orief as a defense lawyer would have. In what was butchered out was my 

musterias of the official evidence v0 do what had dl been done before, to exculpate 

Oswald, as without any question at ar cnenepepu ial evidence does doe 

Using Posner's own publisher's definition of the words I called him both a 

. +" Oh 4 . + VF 407 

plagiarist and a shyster. - docunen}ted this in what was published. Without a word of 46 

A 
complaint by him or by Random House. I referred to him as a writer who has touble telling 

4 
Oo 

the truth even by accident and when in 4ugust, 1994 his book was reprinted in paprback 

he made no effort Lats this or anything je se + said about him. In fact, with x 
Sha 

4 . 1.3 . 1 4 > it wl) Me 2 
shet-th addition he ue the paperback he proved that even by gent den the truth 

is beyond hime 
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tn book publishing this is ordinarily news but on this subject 1A ae no. 

i know of no single review of Case Open, no single mention in any of the media 

a ‘é re so * ‘ . . * . 
@f what Ll saifld, without contradiction ox protest, bul Posner, his book or his 

we ? ( , 

publ¢®her, who is also Hailer's publisher. 
. mw 
So, when Hiiler's amateurs 

    

cading of the essence of what Posner said 

was issued by Random House and with its publication launched an even more massive 

campaign to sell it’ Gana to communicate its lies, deceptions and misrepresentations to 

an even iarger percentage of americans, I decided to xume use that to add to the docun- 

refusal 
entation for our histiry of the continuing and determine’, Metiurg/6f all of the neifia, 

A 

not of book publgihers alone, not only to refuse to meet Mees oblimitions bat of Ao 

Cheese continuing to mislead and mwisesefme misinform the »cople - to perpetuate the 

official assassination mythology. 

That is what this book yanuscript isfiMtended to per au. + Phin ks 

. $x . 7 . . . —— 4 

It is a book on ilailer's book but it is move than teh that. 

As I did with Posner's book, I use hailer's to tell more of the story of “he 

assassivation and of is its investigations. I use his distortiana aid tipmaprecandel too 

to report the actualities. + use lie lies to tell the truth. The truth from published 
a 
     

  

4nd, overall, document more of the failure of all of our basic instituti     
     when the President was assassinated and ever since 

vs 
and publicly-available official sources What was readily availoble to all, including 

= 

‘lailer and that Mailer and the others ignored, we vere too ignorant to know of" imew 

and then supprresed or iied about.    
Aj th wailer there is this difference and it is a very big difference: he 

A 

is the most honored of moderm Qnerican writers.For his c rlier work he was awarded 

two tulitzer vrizes. Bein.: aw rded one is rare enough but he got iwo of theme 

that outs him @ a in cM pect category in which he is ali, faone. 

LG aiso,l believe, imposed added and greater responsibilithkes on him as a 

er and as an American. 

© 
UY ce nds do Gtele the 4anhtann- weal % o 2 * vne LS not to belittle the ile beanie and value of that Righest of American
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not to misuse 

literary honors. 4ffother is not to exploit it and to use it imphopor lyase it to 

accredit dishonest work that (fs otherwise seriofsly faulted. 

Mailer also exceeded tne not inconsiterable excesses cf those of like mind and 

igi die . et ne Ween L-. . me ce aris Cosh es a ao. s , 4 preconception ant this books sets forth, Y sone of it in considerable detail and length. 

SO 

ould rotor tude Set dof that. 

theilre: hailer did not in his long stoner Sut6 distinguish himself with 

e
e
 

f
 

tw cr
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‘ n . ae ye . 
£000 tase . @: Althoosh the anciet Romans had iff vient in believing Ye Phstibus non 
x wl 

‘Bi sputandun est, and as a generality it is true, that in matters of taste there is no 

32 I 3 : s a 4 ‘ - 1 , 4 fag 
dispute, that is not always & true is in all matters of taste. Bone are g so 

\ . 
Uaaler's 

Cisguoting they cannot be accepted. We examine severil of Ngkese. hat by any reason= 

able concyets are disgusting.s 

There is also that other wisdom of those ancient @nans, what they said that 

our lavyers are so 3XSMHQuE prone to prate, many of then prating it loudly 

beceuse ic is not their desire, their record, their intent, "Though the heavens fall, 

let justice be done." 

As with all sayings, this one is alsd subject to misuse. 

I believe it is not misused qs applicd to the assassination, its investié ations 

and to what is written about them. I believe it is not misused in applying it to 

Mailer and his boolce 

So, Norman Mailer, though the heavens falls, this judtice to you! 

4nd to our history!


